
A NOTE ON 2-UNIVERSAL LINKSV�ICTOR N�U~NEZAbstrat. We show that no Montesinos knot (link) an be 2-universal.1. IntrodutionThe main theorem of this note, that no Montesinos knot an be 2-universal(Corollary 3.1), ontrasts with the existene of 2-universal knots as shownin [3℄. These two ombined results are somewhat surprising, for most knownuniversal knots (links) are Montesinos'.Our main result follows easily from a result about fatorization of branhedoverings through yli overings (Lemma 2.2), whih is interesting in itsown and very useful.Also we obtain a result on non simply onnetednes of `regular-like' branhedoverings (Corollary 3.2), as another appliation of Lemma 2.2.2. Branhed overings through yli overingsAnm-fold branhed overing ' :M3 ! N3 is a proper open map between3-manifolds suh that there is a 1-subomplex k � N (the branhing of ')with 'j : M � '�1(k) ! N � k a �nite m-fold overing spae. For thepurposes of this paper, k � N will be a properly embedded submanifold;that is, k is a link in N . We say that `' is branhed along k', and write' :M ! (N; k).Given a omponent ~k � '�1(k) � M , the homologial loal degreedeg('; x) is the same for all x 2 ~k; this ommon number is alled the rami-�ation index of ~k.A meridian of a omponent k1 � k � N is a lass � 2 �1(N �k) that anbe represented as � = [a �m � �a℄ where m is the boundary of a disk D suhthatD\k = Int(D)\k1 = one point, and a is an ar in N�k onneting thebase point with a point of m. Notie that meridians of the same omponentare onjugate. A meridian of k is a meridian of a omponent of k.An m-fold branhed overing ' : M ! (N; k) determines (and is de-termined) by a representation !' : �1(N � k) ! Sm into the symmetrigroup on m symbols Sm. If !'(�) is a produt of disjoint yles of order1; 2; : : : for � a meridian of a omponent k1 of k, then the omponents of1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 57M.Key words and phrases. Universal link, 3-manifold.The author was supported in part by a CONACyT grant .1



2 V�ICTOR N�U~NEZthe preimage '�1(k1) have rami�ation indies 1; 2; : : : . We say that ' is abranhed overing of index dividing n, if !'(�)n is the identity permutationfor all meridians � of k.Let k � S3 be a link; let us denote by BC(n; k) the set of losed, on-neted, orientable 3-manifoldsM suh that there exists a branhed overing' : M ! (S3; k) of index dividing n. The link k is alled n-universalif BC(n; k) oinides with the set of all losed, onneted, orientable 3-manifolds. It is ommon to all universal link a 0-universal link.We let p : Bn(k)! (S3; k) be the n-fold yli overing branhed along allomponents of k; that is, the indued representation !p sends eah meridianof k to an n-yle in Zn � Sn. The following lemma helps to organize thedetails in the proof of Lemma 2.2, and is proved for knots in [4℄, x 4 ofChap. 2. The proof goes essentially the same for links, and we inlude ithere for ompleteness.Lemma 2.1 ([4℄). Let k � S3 be a link, and write h�ni� for the normallosure of f�n : � is a meridian of kg in �1(S3�k). Then �1(S3�k)=h�ni�is a semi-diret produt�1(S3 � k)h�ni� �= Zn n �1(Bn(k))where the generator of Zn is the lass of any meridian of k and ats on�1(Bn(k)) as the isomorphism indued by an order n symmetry of Bn(k)with quotient (S3; k).Proof. Let k � S3 be a link of  omponents and let H � �1(S3 � k) bethe kernel of the omposition �1(S3 � k) Ab! H1(S3 � k) �= Z "! Z �! Zn,where Ab is the Abelianization map, " is the augmentation "(xi)i = Pi xi,and � is redution (mod n). Notie that H1(S3 � k) �= Z has a basisof meridians �1; : : : ; �, one for eah omponent of k. We have that H �=p#�1(Bn(k)�p�1(k)) where p : Bn(k) ! (S3; k) is the n-fold yli overingbranhed along all omponents of k. If � is a meridian of k, then p�1(�) is alosed urve whih represents, up to onjugation, the element �n 2 H , andwe obtain the fundamental group of Bn(k) adding the `branhing relations',�1(Bn(k)) �= H=h�niH , where h�niH is the normal losure in H of f�n : � isa meridian of kg. Notie that h�niH = h�ni�, for ��1�n� = (��1��)n isthe n-th power of a meridian, for eah �; � meridians of k. Therefore thesequene 1! Hh�niH ! �1(S3 � k)h�ni� �! �1(S3 � k)H �= Zn ! 1is exat. The map � has a setion �1(S3 � k)=H ! �1(S3 � k)=h�ni�, andtherefore �1(S3�k)=h�ni� �= Znn�1(Bn(k)) where the generator �� of Zn atson �1(Bn(k)) as the isomorphism indued by an order n homeomorphism ofBn(k) with quotient (S3; k).



A NOTE ON 2-UNIVERSAL LINKS 3Lemma 2.2. Let k � S3 be a link, and let ' : M ! (S3; k) be an m-foldbranhed overing of index dividing n. Then there exists a ommutativesquare of branhed overings ~M��	q ��R M ��R' Bn(k)��	p(S3; k)where p is the n-fold yli overing of (S3; k) branhed along all omponentsof k,  is an m-fold (unbranhed) overing spae, and q is an n-fold overingbranhed along the omponents of '�1(k) � M with rami�ation index lessthan n.Proof. Let ! : �1(S3 � k) ! Sm be the representation determined by theovering ' :M ! (S3; k). The overing subgroup of ' is U = !�1(St(1)) �='#�1(M�'�1(k)) where St(1) � Sm is the subgroup of permutations �xingthe symbol 1. Sine !(�)n is the identity permutation for eah meridian �of k, the representation ! fators�1(S3 � k)��R -! Sm�1(S3 � k)=h�ni���� �!From the previous lemma we know �1(S3 � k)=h�ni� �= Zn n �1(Bn(k)),and, by restrition, we get � = �!j : �1(Bn(k)) ! Sm a representationwhih perhaps is not transitive. This � indues an m-fold (unbranhed)overing spae  : ~M ! Bn(k) suh that ~M is onneted if and only if �is transitive. The overing subgroup of  is �U = ��1(St(1)) = �1(Bn(k)) \�!�1(St(1)) = (H \ U)=h�niH �=  #�1( ~M), if ~M is onneted. As in theproof of the previous lemma, H �= �1(Bn(k) � p�1(k)). We then see thatU \ H �= p# #�1( ~M �  �1(p�1(k))). Therefore ~M is the pullbak of 'and p as in [2℄, and the lemma follows. If ~M is not onneted, we performthe same analysis on subgroups for eah omponent K of ~M ; that is, weanalyze  j : K ! (S3; k) for eah omponent K and obtain that ~M is againa pullbak, and the lemma follows.Remark. The previous lemma and its proof show that getting an m-foldovering ' :M ! (S3; k) of index dividing n is the same as �nding a speialrepresentation �1(Bn(k)) ! Sm. This point of view is exploited in [6℄ toonstrut `dihedral-like' overings of Montesinos knots. We thank the refereefor pointing out that the onstrution of Lemma 2.2 is a standard pullbak.



4 V�ICTOR N�U~NEZ3. Branhed overings of fixed indexLet k � S3 be a Montesinos link. Then B2(k) is an orientable Seifertmanifold with orbit surfae the 2-sphere, (O; 0; �1=�1; : : : ; �t=�t), or an ori-entable Seifert manifold with orbit surfae a non-orientable surfae of (non-orientable) genus g, (O;�g; �1=�1; : : : ; �t=�t). See [5℄.Corollary 3.1. If k is a Montesinos link, then k is not 2-universal.Proof. If ' :M ! (S3; k) is anm-fold branhed overing of index dividing 2,then from Lemma 2.2 we obtain  : ~M ! B2(k) an m-fold (unbranhed)overing spae, and q : ~M !M a 2-fold branhed overing. Sine B2(k) is aSeifert manifold, we see that ~M is also a Seifert manifold. Sine q is 2-fold, qis a regular overing; therefore there exists an involution of ~M with quotientM . We onlude that M is a Seifert orbifold ([1℄), and that BC(2; k) is notthe set of all losed, onneted, orientable 3-manifolds. Therefore k is not2-universal.Remark. In partiular, from the previous orollary, we see: A hyperboli2-bridge knot, whih is known to be 12-universal, annot be 2-universal; theBorromean rings, known to be 4-universal, are not 2-universal.Corollary 3.2. Let k � S3 be a link suh that order of �1(Bn(k)), perhapsin�nite, does not divide m. Let ' : M ! (S3; k) be an m-fold branhedovering with indued representation ! : �1(S3 � k) ! Sm suh that !(�)is a produt of disjoint n-yles for eah meridian � of k. Then M is notsimply onneted.Proof. From Lemma 2.2 we obtain  : ~M ! Bn(k) an m-fold (unbranhed)overing spae, and q : ~M ! M an n-fold overing. By hypotesis thereare no omponents of '�1(k) � M with rami�ation index less than n;therefore q is a overing (unbranhed) spae, and q# : �1(K) ! �1(M) isan embedding for eah omponent K of ~M . If �1(Bn(k)) is in�nite, eahomponent of ~M has in�nite fundamental group and the orollary follows. If�1(Bn(k)) is �nite, sine its order does not divide m, at least one omponentof ~M is not simply onneted, for the index of �1(K) in �1(Bn(k)) is a divisorof m for eah omponent K of ~M ; the orollary follows.Referenes[1℄ F. Bonahon and L. Siebenmann. The lassi�ation of Seifert �bred 3-orbifolds. Low-dimensional topology (Chelwood Gate, 1982), 19{85, London Math. So. LetureNote Ser., 95, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1985.[2℄ J. Hempel. Branhed oves over strongly amphiheiral links. Topology 29 (1990),247{255.[3℄ H. M. Hilden, M. T. Lozano and J. M. Montesinos. On 2-universal knots. Bol. So.Mat. Mexiana (3) 10 (2004).[4℄ F. Gonz�alez-Au~na. On homology spheres. Thesis. Prineton 1969.[5℄ J. M. Montesinos. Variedades de Seifert que son reubridores ��lios rami�ados dedos hojas. Bol. So. Mat. Mexiana (2) 18 (1973), 1{32.
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